Reay Primary Curriculum Map Year 3

Literacy

Au 1

Au 2

Sp 1

Sp 2

Su 1

Su 2

Inspirational
People of
Colour

Climate

The Victorians

The Victorians

Ancient Greek

Architecture in
Schools
Our Local Area

Black History Month
Inspirational People of
ColourMotives for actionsspeeches, poetrystructure of language
Biography
Video news reports

Information Textsweather reports,
holiday brochures.
Create tourist
information broadcasts
for the North and South
Pole.
Discuss and create
articles about the
causes and effects of
climate change.
Narrative writing from
the polar bears or
penguins view point
How can our voice
make a difference

Information Texts-who
was Queen Victoria,
when did she reign,
power beyond the UKresearch.
Was Queen Victoria
descended from Africa?
Great granddaughter of
Queen Charlotte who
was believed to have
dual heritage
Accounts of Victorian
life, diaries/ life in the
day. Reports on child
labour. Letters from a
child in the work house.
Comparisons between
rich and poor-Oliver
Twist
Comparisons between
then and now
What was it like to be
Sarah Forbes Bonettaan Egabdo princess--.
Sold into salvery aged 5
and then was ‘rescued’
by a member of the
British Royal Navy. She
was given to Queen
Victoria who looked
after her and made her,
her God daughter. How
was her life different to
children in the work
house?

Limericks covering
different counties and
cities in the UK
Jerusalem
Narrative to describe
the rolling green hills
of…
An animal’s point of
view- how has the area
changed over time and
why
Play Writing-

Oral and Performance
Poetry/ Greek Myths
Instructional Texts- how
to build a Greek
vase/temple
Letters between
Orpheus
and Eurydice
Instructional Texts
Traditional Storiesretelling Greek myths
A day in the life of
different characters
from Greek Life
Prepare a TV report on
how we have adopted
Greek ideas into
modern life

Letter writing with
purpose-write to the
council to gain
information about the
local area
Write and record
valuable notes on a field
trip
Create a visitor’s guide
to the local area

Root words and
Etymology

Persuasive writing for
issues about the local
area- how to improve
living conditions for
many of our families

Mathematics
Science

Place Value
Addition and Subtraction

Multiplication and
Division

Animals, including
humans – nutrition, what
would people to need to
make sure they ate to
keep healthy on the
Windrush.
Varieties of food that
different animals eat.
Muscles and skeletons
of different aninmals.

History

A local history studyVisit to Brixton Archives

Forces and Magnets—
pull of the poles.
Make observations of
how magnets attract or
repel.
What materials are
magnetic and what are
not?
Compare how objects
move on different
surfaces.
Matthew Alexander
Henson – arctic
explorer
Earnest Shackleton
Antarctic explorer lived
in Dulwich

A study of an aspect or
theme in British
history that extends
pupils’ chronological
knowledge beyond
1066-the changing
power of monarchs
such as Victoria. The
change in trade and the
anti slavery
campaigners.

Identify seasonal and
daily weather patterns
in the United Kingdom
and the location of hot
and cold areas of the
world in relation to the
Equator and the North
and South Poles –
class map children to
research and place
information on the map,
Consider homes,
clothing, employment

Geography

Spanish

Multiplication and
Division
Money
Statistics
Rocks – Victorian fossil
hunters.
Compare and group
rocks according to
appearance.
Soils and rocks and
how they are formed
from organic matter.

Introducing yourself
classroom instructions.

Introducing yourself
classroom instructions.

Length and Perimeter
Fractions

Cities with ports- what
were the ethnicities in
the ports

Fractions
Time

Shape
Mass and Capacity

Plants
What do plants need to
grow?
Identify and label
different parts of
flowering plants and
trees.
Life cycle of plants.
How does water travel
through a plant?

Light
Investigate shadows
and how they change
throughout a day.
How to protect
ourselves from the sun.
Reflective surfaces – is
it only mirrors?
Can we see in the dark?
Why not?

Ancient Greece
–
a study of Greek life
and achievements and
their influence on the
western world
especially architecture

Name and locate
counties and cities of
the United Kingdom,
geographical regions
and their identifying
human and physical
characteristics, key
topographical
features (including hills,
mountains, coasts and
rivers), and landuse patterns; and
understand how some
of these aspects have
changed over time
Counting to 20
Greetings
How are you

Counting to 20
Greetings
How are you

Use fieldwork to
observe, measure and
record the human and
physical features in
the local area using a
range of methods,
including sketch maps,
plans and graphs,
and digital technologies

Weeks and months of
the year, time
expressions and
seasons, weather.

Weeks and months of
the year, time
expressions and
seasons, weather.

Islam- unit 3Prayer in Islam

Islam- unit 4
The Mosque

Christianity- unit 4
Christmas and Advent

Christianity- unit 5
Jesus’ friends, enemies
and death

Sikhism 1
Guru Nanak

Sikhism 2
Sikh Gurus

Swimming
Dance-

Swimming
Dance

Swimming
Gymnastics- Olympic

Football/ Cricket
Gymnastics

Netball Games
Rounders

Athletics
Rounders

Colour/patterns block or
collograph printing
African Printing
Ghana Patterns brought
from the slaves

Cold climate paintings
inspired by Harald
Sohlberg

Drawn studies of Greek
inspired architecture

D.T.
ICT

Design and Make Polar
Clothing linked to
sustainability in fashion

JMW Turner// Lucien
Pissarro/ David
Hockney work in the
style in a range of
media to create digital
landscapes
Create traditional
miniature gardens using
natural objects

Sculptural ResponseGreek statues from clay
Life Drawing

African inspired toys
using recycled materials

Victorian Portraits- life
drawing
Collage Portraits
inspired by Victorian
portrait painters Franz
Winterhalter
Picture Frames with
cross stich
embellishment

Papier mâché Greek
Masks/ Bowls

Architecture in SchoolsModel Making

Use wordpress.
PowerPoint- history of
Windrush.
Shape poems using
wordle.

GaragebandCaribbean music. Use
Google maps to
research rivers.

Scratch- Victorian
school computer game.

Digital Photography for
Victorian Portraits

Create Greek
animation- stopmotion
or 2animate.

Music

Introduction to recorder
General musicianship

Recorder

Recorder

Recorder

Recorder

Research local area
using search engine.
Identifying safe
websites, avoiding
adverts.
Film local area and edit.
Recorder

R.E.
P.E.
Art

